ANCIENT ADVENTURES
Humans and mystical monsters walk
the barely tamed earth. Mysterious
mages manipulate strange elemental
magics. Fierce warrior states
dominate the opposion. Ferocious
constructs tear through flesh
and bone on their
master’s whim. This
is the world,
wonderous and wild.
This is Waracle.

WARACLE AND RPGS

PHILOSOPHY

Waracle is a tabletop roleplaying game (RPG) set in a
low-magic fantasy world of early civilizations. Players
create a character from one of these civilizations and
go on adventures guided by a Game Master (GM).

Waracle takes the approach of
flexibility in character builds, a
focus on relative morality based
on actions, and providing a
solid rule foundation while
giving players room to easily
adapt and change as desired.

Ancient Wonders: Waracle’s world is in a
stage ranging between Stone to Iron age
technology. Elemental magic powers
armies and mundane tools.
Classless Builds: Characters have access to
a wide variety of abilities not bound by a
specific class. Players can create highly
specialized characters or be versitile.
In Depth Accessibility: Waracle takes a
“it’s a guideline” approach to rules meant
to get players into the story, but offers
enough core mechanics to outline details.

MAGIC SYSTEM
Magic is Waracle is widespread
and common enough to be
culturally ingrained, but has
rules and limitations. Magic
can only be manipulated
through five elements: air,
earth, energy, fire and water.
Magic gone awry can alter the
environment and its denizens.

SETTING STYLE
Waracle takes inspirations from various world cultures at different points in time. Most
predeomenantly it is influenced by Mesoamerica, Mesopotamia, Phonecian, Bedoin, and
the Yanomami. Often Western fantasy focuses on Western history and mythology - while
understandable and its own rich source of great settings, the Waracle team felt that there’s
an entire world and history of inspiration to draw from that often gets overlooked or
pushed off as an add-on, rather than its own setting. Waracle seeks to bring less familiar
sources to a Western audience in new and fun ways, and help further broaden an everexpanding fantasy genre.
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Waracle's team started when Briana approached her former college roommate and good
friend Emily - and Emily's best friend, Zookie - about creating a new fantasy setting.
Inspired by the concept of Atlantis - a super-advanced ancient civilization that fell to ruin,
the trio spent the next few years utilizing their respective geek skills to craft the world of
Waracle. In 2014, the team added another old friend of Emily's, Bryan, to develop the
mechanics of the game's system. Andy is Briana's husband and has been around from the
start, wearing whatever hat needs to be worn at the moment.

GOATS GRUFF GAMES
The game is produced and developed under the
umbrella of Goats Gruff Games. Founded by
Briana Higgins in 2014 to better manage the
publication of Waracle. Goats Gruff Games’ goal is
to create engaging and diverse games under the
flexible Classless roleplaying system.

Want to learn more? Contact press@goatsgruffgames for more information.

